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Research Overview and Summary/Abstract

The focus of this research is 1) to explore aspects of piano pedagogy and culture, 2) to invite greater reflection upon communicative engagement (situated in societal values, beliefs, traditions, and expectations) and 3) to cultivate more positive cross-cultural relationships with students and parents. More specifically, this project primarily analyzes a Korean-American milieu as an entry point to explore combining cross-cultural pedagogic interferences and teaching involving all three groups of parents, teachers, and students in piano studios. In addition to the inclusion of an examination of the teaching experiences of Korean and American graduate piano or piano pedagogy students at UW-Madison, other relevant scholarship and valuable characteristics within Korean culture will be presented and several future directions will be discussed.
Introduction

When I began to teach piano in the United States, I was surprised by the challenges that I encountered when working with American students. I noticed this was particularly evident during my interactions with pre-college students. Additionally, I have faced some unexpected reactions and misunderstandings with parents with whom I have worked. In all of these contexts, my sense was that these challenges were related to the cross-cultural dimensions of our teaching and learning relationships. This recognition both surprised and concerned me as I came to believe that few, if any, people I worked with seem to be aware of these issues.

In reflecting upon such matters, I began to realize that I had never been explicitly introduced and thoroughly exposed to aspects of cross-cultural teaching in my piano pedagogy coursework. I started to wonder whether more extensive discussions and in-depth study about cross-cultural teaching would have helped prepare me for more successful communication with students and parents during my initial teaching in the United States. As a result, I decided to begin looking into these issues in more detail.

Literature Review

Most music schools in North America continue to become more culturally and ethnically diverse than in years past. Kenneth Williams notes that “Although my university is situated in the heart of the American Midwest, none of the graduate students enrolled in the pedagogy class were Americans. They were from Malaysia, Korea, and Taiwan… it is especially true in higher
education that students are willing and even eager to cross cultural boundaries to pursue advanced studies with master teachers at prestigious institutions. Today, many pianists studying in American conservatories and university schools of music are international students, and a large percentage is from Asian countries.\textsuperscript{1} This is no exception in my music school, UW-Madison. A large percentage of graduate students come from Asian countries in both my piano and pedagogy studio. Currently three students are Korean among five doctoral piano pedagogy students.

Amongst pre-college populations, Asian international students and Asian American students also comprise a large percentage of students in music schools in the United States. Grace Wang claims that Asians and Asian Americans constitute from thirty to fifty percent of the student population at leading music schools and departments in the United States. The numbers are often higher at the pre-college level where they constitute more than half of the student body. The two largest groups represented are students of Chinese and Korean descent studying the violin and/or piano\textsuperscript{2}.

This growing participation of pre-college Asians and Asian Americans, as well as Asian international students in higher education piano study suggests that an understanding of cross-cultural teaching and learning needs to be a component of current piano pedagogical practices. For Asian international student teachers in higher education, it is important to think about how to approach teaching with pre-college students from the United States, beyond simply the idea of “how to teach piano” that is addressed in pedagogy class. For the student teachers from the


United States, it is important to prepare and discuss how they can approach their initial cross-cultural teaching with pre-college Asian and Asian American students, which includes the triangular relationship with students and parents.

Namely, training the next generation of musicians and student teachers will require music educators to be well prepared with culturally diverse pedagogy. However, the extant literature lacks attention to the complex issues, challenges, and opportunities associated with cross-cultural approaches to teaching piano.

It is true that considerable research encompassing the fields of education and sociology has been conducted to address interaction between teachers, pre-college students, and parents in contemporary multicultural and cross-cultural realms. For example, some scholars have explored the pre-college level, identifying issues of cultural discontinuities between home and school. Additional research has dealt with communications between teachers and students, explaining the necessity of understanding students’ different cultural learning styles. More recently, some scholarship has focused on the importance of teachers' cross-cultural skills to develop positive relationships with parents, especially immigrants.

---

conducted in order to demonstrate the difference between parental expectations and students learning styles\textsuperscript{8, 9, 10}.

However, most music education research addressing multiculturalism and cross-cultural realms still focuses primarily on philosophies of music, curriculum, materials, and programs\textsuperscript{11, 12, 13}. Such research does not, for example, adequately attend to relationships between teachers, students, and parents. Additionally, this music education scholarship is sometimes too general for application within the piano studio. This is because piano teaching often necessitates a more particularized curriculum and activities more appropriate to intimate one-on-one relationships.

While some research within the field of piano pedagogy has recently been undertaken to address more cross-cultural teaching and learning studies, such scholarship attends either to overly general cultural factors between “Easterners” and “Westerners” that affect communication and learning\textsuperscript{14}, or it focuses on interaction between students and teachers who both belong to the same culture (Chinese in the case of Lin, 2002\textsuperscript{15} and Xu, 2001\textsuperscript{16} or Taiwanese in the case of Kou, 2001\textsuperscript{17}).

\textsuperscript{14} Williams, 2002.
\textsuperscript{15} Chi Lin, “Piano teaching philosophies and influences on pianism at the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing, China,” (PhD diss., Louisiana State University, 2002).
\textsuperscript{16} Keli Xu, “Piano teaching in China during the twentieth century,” (PhD. diss., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2001).
1985\textsuperscript{17}, Li, 2001\textsuperscript{18} and Wang, 2002\textsuperscript{19}). It is especially noteworthy to recognize the lack of studies that combine cross-cultural pedagogic interferences and teaching involving all three groups of parents, teachers, and students in piano studios.

**Purpose**

As I am primarily interested in exploring such issues more substantively, my dissertation will fill an important gap both by investigating the existing challenges and unexpected situations involving the triangular relationships of parents, students, and teachers within cross-cultural teaching (Korean-American setting), and by examining other relevant scholarship and aspects of Korean culture that relate to the challenges and unexpected situations to be successfully navigated within the realm of cross-cultural piano pedagogy. More specifically, I am interested in the following main research questions:

- Are there any linguistic or aforementioned cultural challenges involving the triangular relationships of parent, students, and teachers within the realm of cross-cultural piano pedagogy (primarily in a Korean-American milieu)?
- Other than using music materials and curricula from various cultures, how do we need to honor diverse teaching and learning cultures?


\textsuperscript{18} Chin-Wen Li, “The effect of Taiwanese piano education from the perspectives of college senior piano majors (China),” (PhD diss., University of Oklahoma, 2001).

\textsuperscript{19} Dennis P.-C. Wang, “A status study of piano education in public schools in Taiwan, Republic of China,” (PhD diss., University of Miami, 2002).
- What are the principal beliefs and values that undergird and guide Korean educational culture? (Sub-questions: How does Confucian philosophy affect Korean students’ learning and teaching styles? What are the cultural models of success from Korean parents and the Korean community as a whole? etc.)

- How do these beliefs and values manifest themselves in the context of music education, particularly as connected to piano learning and teaching? (Sub-questions: How do these systems of reasoning impact music educational relations between students, parents, and teachers? What are the potential misunderstandings when two cultures such as Korean and American meet in the piano studio, and why?)

- How can piano instructors better negotiate the cross-cultural dynamic of the teaching and learning process?

Method and Design

The research method for this study is based on the model in Bartel Lee and Leonid Sprikut’s “Adapting Pedagogic Culture: The Experience of Four Immigrant Music Teachers in Canada.” My study examines participant opinions and perceptions related to cross-cultural teaching, particularly in a Korean-American setting. Before starting the project, I had prepared and submitted the human subjects protocol and obtain informed consent from human subjects (see Appendix A). Multiple data sources were used to accommodate language and expression

---

needs: observation of teaching to ascertain language proficiency and to provide context for interviews, written data to provide descriptive data, and individual semi-structured interviews.

Participants were selected from currently Korean and American graduate piano or piano pedagogy students at UW-Madison who have teaching experience with both a pre-college Korean student and a pre-college student from the United States. All Korean participants grew up in South Korea through age 17 and held at least a high school degree in their home country. The Korean students speak English as a second language and the U.S. students are native English speakers who do not speak Korean. Each participant was teaching in an English language setting.

Here is a brief description of each participant:

Bo Young was born in South Korea. After receiving a bachelor of arts in Korea, she earned a master’s degree and is pursuing a doctorate in piano pedagogy and performance in the U.S. She has taught piano for a total of 11 years, 8 years in Korea and 3 years in the United States. In the U.S., Bo Young’s piano students have included Asian Americans, Whites, African Americans, and international students from China, Vietnam, and Korea.

Bethany was born in the U.S. and has taught piano for a total of 5 years. She is pursuing a doctorate in piano pedagogy and performance. The majority of his students have been under 18 years, mostly ranging from 5 to 14. Bethany’s has taught Korean-Americans, Chinese-Americans, Whites, and African Americans.

Min Young was born in South Korea and earned her bachelor’s and master’s in the U.S. She is currently pursuing a doctorate in piano performance in the U.S. She has been a piano
instructor for 7 years, mainly teaching students from 5 to 15 years of age. Her students are Korean-American, Chinese-American, Hispanic, Indian-American, White, African American, and Mexican.

Song was born in South Korea and received her bachelor’s degree there. She received a master’s degree in the U.S. and is pursuing a doctorate in piano performance and pedagogy in the U.S. She has taught piano for a total of 14 years, 7 years in Korea, 2 years in China, and 5 years in the U.S. Her students range from 7 to 18 years, and include Filipinos, Chinese, Europeans (especially from Germany), as well as White and African American students from the U.S.

Ally was born in the United States and is currently working toward a master’s degree in piano performance and pedagogy. She has taught piano for 12 years, mainly students between 6 and 9 years of age. Her students are from China, Taiwan, Brazil, Korea, Japan, Turkey, and the U.S.

The initial interview protocols included open- and closed-ended questions relating to each participant’s background and professional experience prior to and during the period after cross-cultural teaching experience (Koreans in the U.S. and Americans with Korean students) (See Appendix A). The initial interview included questions about pedagogical beliefs, teaching style, and how participants believe intercultural teaching might influence these. In the interviews, participants reflected on their experiences teaching students with the same background as theirs (i.e. Korean teachers teaching Korean students, or American teachers teaching American students), as well as teachings students with dissimilar backgrounds (i.e. Korean teachers teaching students from the U.S. and American teachers teaching students from Korean).
Each interview was audio-taped. The interviews were conducted in English with American participants and in Korean for the Korean participants, which were then translated into English. Interview transcriptions were given to the participants to verify accuracy. A third person who is bilingual in Korean and English was asked to read the quotes from interviews with Korean participants to ensure accuracy of translation.

Having obtained the participants’ permission to monitor their lessons, lessons were observed only in cases of cross-cultural teaching (in a Korean-American setting). American participants’ lessons were observed when they worked with pre-college Korean students. Korean participants’ lessons were observed when they worked with pre-college students from the United States. Participants and piano students were observed twice to ensure accuracy in gathering pedagogical data and to provide context for the interviews. Teaching observation # 1 was followed up two weeks later with observation # 2, with the same teacher-student pairing. The teaching observation was focused on four areas related to the teacher–student dynamic: 1) conversational style, 2) authority, 3) linguistic challenges or unexpected situations, and 4) teacher decision-making process.

The final interview was conducted only for those whose lessons were observed. It also consisted of open-and closed-ended questions which differed from those in the initial interview (See Appendix B). The main purpose of the interview was to gather information on participants’ experience in the lessons that were observed. Like the initial interview, it was audio-taped, transcribed, translated, and verified by the participants.
Once transcribed, the entire interview was analyzed using a qualitative research approach. Although each participant’s experience of cross-cultural teaching and their adjustment to a new context was unique, common themes were evident in challenges involving the triangular relationship between parent, student, and teacher within the realm of cross-cultural piano pedagogy (primarily in a Korean-American milieu). Although parents were not directly involved in the interviews or observations, their role emerged as pivotal in understanding cross-cultural implications for this study.

Qualitative Findings and Analysis

In the following sections, I offer the qualitative results of the interviews and analyze several key areas of interest: negotiating power in the teacher-student relationship; conversational style, behaviors, and verbal interaction between teachers and students; discipline in music practice; and the influence of parents, particularly Asian/Korean mothers. This is followed by analysis of the teaching observations, which focuses on inter-linguistic challenges.

Negotiating Power in the Teacher-Student Relationship

The power relations between teachers and students manifest in different ways in different cultures. In both the initial interview and follow-up interview, participants discussed the power relations between teachers and students based on their upbringings and cultural experiences. In
the following, Korean participants comment on Korean students’ perceptions of the role of the teacher:

I think the fundamental rule between teachers and students is that students have respect for teachers. It could be from Confucian philosophy which addresses the fact that younger people should respect elders including teachers, and teachers are authority figures. (Min Young)

Students should respect the teachers… The student’s attitude toward teachers is very important… The student should try to pay attention to the teacher’s direction and have a positive attitude toward learning… They should accept that teachers are respectful, worthy figures. (Song)

In my generation, most students [Korean] are extremely well disciplined and obey absolutely what teachers say… My character or personality was such that when I was young, I did not even imagine changing private piano teachers even if lessons did not go well, because I believed that teachers are authority figures. (Min Young)

---

21 While the research is filtered through my perspective as a researcher, I have done my utmost to represent the voices of my participants as honestly as possible. Their words come directly from interviews with minimal intervention. Ellipses are used to indicate parts of the interviews that were not relevant to the study and brackets are used for clarification.
Since piano studies are based on a one-on-one teaching and learning style, I felt even more uneasy with my piano teachers than my schoolteachers when I was young. For instance, I would not talk back to my piano teachers, and when teachers gave instructions, I did not even think I could object or raise differences with them. (Min Young)

An elder is an elder…. Children should say hello to teachers first. (Bo Young)

My friends who went to arts middle school or high school told me that their teachers were very forceful…. They were usually afraid of their teachers and felt obligated to show their respect for their teachers…. If the teacher asked them to play Hanon no.1 one hundred times …then they just did it. (Bo Young)

For Korean participants, respect from students was expected in large part because of embedded ideas of social hierarchy. Teachers are seen as elders and students are to respect their authority. Korean participants had given their own teachers the same kind of respect when they were students; as teachers, they expected the same from their students.

Like the Korean participants, American participants also noticed that Korean students respected the teacher’s authority. As Bethany noted, “My Korean students were extremely
respectful and mature.” The American participants also gave insight into the attitudes of American students and teachers, and how these affect the student/teacher dynamic:

Teachers expect students to be prepared and respectful, but also curious, creative and willing to try new things. (Bethany)

In the U.S. it seems like the students are expected to respect the authority of a teacher; however, students seem more likely to challenge that authority when they have a question or concern or curiosity. Students understand that teachers are “in charge” but American students seem to place a higher value on their curiosity, often challenging the teacher’s authority with a question like “Why?” or “How?” They do not intend to be disrespectful, but instead express their desire to have ownership of the understanding. (Bethany)

There are many different ways to motivate students. Not just, I am the teacher and you do what I say, but because students want to please the teacher, or because they admire teachers, or are impressed by the way teachers play. (Ally)

As the quotes above show, a marked difference in the perception of the role of the teacher exists between Korea and America participants. Participants from the United States place a high
value on teacher quality but respect for the teacher’s authority is not a primary concern, or even an expectation. In contrast, Korean teachers working with American students identified authority issues as a challenge:

If the students do not want to listen to or follow my directions, they do not feel like they have to…. Maybe [this is] because here [in the U.S], the society emphasizes keeping one’s privacy or respecting one’s uniqueness or personality…. In Korea, although not all students listen to and obey the teacher’s direction, they believe that paying attention to and following the teacher’s direction is moral behavior for them. I feel some students who I have worked with in the U.S. seem to have an attitude that the teacher’s directions or advice are merely the teacher’s, [and have] nothing to do with me…. If the student thinks my advice is not working for them or they do not like my advice, then they just don’t follow it…. It really baffled me when my students did not even pretend to listen to or try my suggestions. (Song)

When the students say what they want to do or what they do not want to do for you…. [it is clear that] you do not have an absolute authority here [U.S.]…. I mean, even if [as a teacher] you do not agree with their proposals, you have to consider it and sometimes need to follow their preferences—which does not happen in Korea. (Min Young)
For both Korean and American participants, another factor that affects the teacher-student dynamic is the parent-teacher relationship. Korean teachers identified this as a challenge in their work with students from the U.S.:

Often students get caught in the middle if the parent doesn’t relinquish all teaching authority to the teacher. In my opinion, the teacher should be the expert and the parent should support the teacher’s instruction. This, however, is not always the case. Often I tell students to practice a certain way and the students report that their parent told them to do it a different way. (Bethany)

I think, in the U.S., depending on race or class, educational background plays out differently in the lessons. Usually when the parents have a good attitude or are polite to me, the students are also are polite to me. These parents are white and educated people usually...However, when parents have been divorced or separated or have a low income, or are single moms, then I feel the parents’ attitude toward me was often offensive and I feel these parents have a feeling of being victimized. ..then the students hardly show their respect to me. (Min Young)

Whenever I check the practice assignments, the student [from a low-income family] said he was busy with other activities or with school. So I told his mother to help him to prepare for the lesson. His mom said okay, but it happened four
times. Eventually, I had to talk to the student with a strict attitude and loud voice about his attitude toward practicing. The student suddenly cried during the lesson…. The mother met with my supervisor the next day and both my supervisor and his mother blamed my teaching style….

I mean, do you understand the situation? I do not get it…. He has not been practicing or paying attention to what I said for a month, and every time he came up with different unexcused reasons…. His mom did not even talk [to me] or ask what was going on …because of their family situation…. When I made her son cry, I felt she took it personally and was very offended. She did not even try to solve the problem…. After I went through this conflict, I became very cautious when dealing with young students to avoid the complicated issues or the student’s complaints…. I do not have the authority here [in the U.S.]. (Min Young)

In many cases, Korean teachers felt like they did not have authority when teaching students from the U.S.; they felt their authority was invisible to American students. Some participants described the issue of teacher authority as context-specific, dependent on the particular relationship between a specific teacher and parent. In other cases, teachers found that if parents respected the teacher’s authority, students were more likely to respect the teacher.

Many of the responses above, particularly those that involve a negotiation of power between Korean teachers and American students can be understood through Confucian philosophy. To offer some context, let me introduce a brief history of Confucianism in Korea
and its teaching philosophy. Confucianism, which was derived from China, was accepted by the
Korean government as its model for education in 372 A.D. According to Kwang-Kyu Lee, in the
Silla kingdom (starting in 682 A.D.), it was customary to teach subjects related to the state
examination, in addition to the Confucian classics; later Confucian scholars of the 16th century
developed ethical and moral education. Lee states that although Confucianism declined during
industrialization and modernization, the Confucian influence in Korean society and culture is
deeply ingrained and still exists in education today.

The practical ethics of Confucianism are defined by the five moral responsibilities in
human relationships. One of the five moral rules is the relationship of respect between age
groups. For this relationship, Confucianism teaches that there should be respect for seniority and
that respect for elders should be revealed in all actions including greetings. For example, in
Korea, young people still bow or tend to greet an elder before they are given a greeting. Also, in
Confucianism, since younger and older generations must maintain distinctions in all actions,
when a youth expresses his or her opinion to an elder, especially when it is a differing opinion, it
can be regarded as exceptionally bad behavior. Song-Ae Han states that these moral
responsibilities can be seen in social settings such as school—especially in the relationship
between a teacher and a student. According to Victor C. X. Wan and Lesley S. J. Farmer,
Confucius developed his teaching philosophy as “let the teacher be a teacher, the student a

---

23 Song-Ae Han, “Do South Korean Adult Learners Like Native English Speaking Teachers more than Korean
March 9, 2009).
26 Han, 2009.
student”27. In Wan and Farmer’s analysis, this means that students are supposed to have respect for their teachers and not challenge their teachers as authority figures.

The Korean language has a built-in structure that reflects the social relationship between the speaker and the person being spoken to. As such it reinforces respect toward teachers and elders. According to Charles McBrian, “Language forms an integral component of stratification systems. While this may not be so obvious in societies such as the U.S., the possible relations between language and social stratification become much clearer when we examine a Confucian society such as Korea”28. It is true that special features of the Korean language serve to create and reinforce categories in the social hierarchy.

McBrian explains the forms of address in Korean as opposed to English: “In English, the pronoun ‘you’ is used to refer to old and young…. In Korean, there are levels of politeness in personal pronouns and terms of address.”29 In Korean, there are two common pronouns for “you”: one is used between friends, but only those who have known each other since childhood, or by adults to younger people. It is common for a teacher to call students by their given names or with the less formal “you.” People are also addressed in terms of social roles, such as “teacher.” The suffix, “-nim” is also always attached to these titles of address to indicate special deference. Thus, in Korea, students are not allowed to address their teacher as “you”; instead, both students and parents need to address teachers as “teachernim” which means “honored teacher.” This helps reinforce the playing out of teacher’s authority in piano studies.

Conversational Style, Behaviors, and Verbal Interaction between Teachers and Students

In comparing the American and Korean participants’ upbringings and personal experiences with communication styles, learning styles, and preferred teaching approaches, it is clear that the largest differences exist in the areas of communication style and behaviors of the teachers and students, as well as in verbal interactions between the teachers and their students. This includes forms of address:

The students never talk casually to teachers…. Parents should call me “teachernim.” (Bo Young)

[Korean] students must use the honorific language when they talk with me. At first I also tried to use the honorific language to them, but it was not effective. I realized students became disrespectful …so I decided not to use the honorific language [only] with my young Korean students. (Song)

The young Korean American students, their learning style is different than the students who are in Korea. They seem to participate more with the lesson and prefer individual learning styles…Still, most who I have met are very polite to me
and always call me “teachernim.” Even though they are not good at Korean, their mothers ask them to call me “teachernim.” (Min Young)

My students either call me Miss Ally, Ally, [or] Sister Jones. Some of them use an honorific, some of them do not. The ones that do use it go to my church, the ones that don’t either don’t call me anything (never address me particularly), or call me by my first name. I prefer some kind of differentiation between students and teachers, but I haven’t asked to be called anything, so I can’t expect a title. It is open and friendly. Most of them call me anything…. Parents call me just Ally… I sign my email, “Ally.” (Ally)

Most of my students refer to me by my first name. (Bethany)

These interviews indicate that young Korean piano students must use terms of honor in addressing a teacher, while American students and parents speak casually with their teachers.

Another aspect of the verbal relationship is preferred learning style. Participants reported that less verbal interaction seemed to be the preference in Korean educational culture, including piano lessons:
Most young Korean students are good at talking …but not about things related to music. They do not talk about their musical ideas or ask questions such as, “Why do I need to practice this spot?” (Bo Young)

Asking the teacher questions is not a common thing in Korea. From the Confucian philosophy, we learned that pretending not to know in front of teachers or in a group conversation is virtuous and modest. (Min Young)

The Korean typically accepts the teacher’s directions without openly questioning. (Bethany)

I think most [Korean] students do not think that they can ask a question to their teachers …even if they are not sure what they are doing…. They think they need to figure it out by themselves. (Bo Young)

I did not believe that the teacher and I could work together during the lesson. I believed that I was in a position to learn only when my teachers instructed…. When I was young, I wanted to have a teacher who could explain why I needed to play this way or that way….For instance, why I have to play this part forte …but
no one really explained it to me, and I did not have the courage to ask since I was a student. (Min Young)

Mostly a performance-based style is preferred when I worked with Korean students, so most of them did not answer or were very shy or puzzled when I asked theory questions during the lesson. (Min Young)

[Korean students] were not as comfortable with my questioning approach in which I tried to ask a lot of questions and sort of help them to discover the concept on their own …but I think they sometimes got frustrated with that approach, and they would rather have me tell them how it supposed to be: “This is a quarter note …this is what it means.” I think they are very advanced intellectually, their reading skills are very advanced, and they are very good at mentally computing all this information at once…. But doing something like composing a song, or improvising, or getting really creative with something was not as satisfying to them…. “I want to learn the notes so I can play the song faster and better now.” (Bethany)

Asking or answering questions of the teacher does not seem to be a preferred style of learning for Korean students. Korean students seem to prefer a more directive, structuralistic
approach in which they were told what to do. Some participants related this issue to the more serious and formal (hierarchical) Korean relationship between students and teachers, Confucian philosophy, or the emphasis on performance in the piano studio. However, participants felt that verbal interaction between students and teachers is the learning style favored in the U.S.:

Maybe because of the culture, most American students answer well, and even if their answer is not quite right, they did not seem to be uncomfortable answering the questions. (Min Young)

I always try to communicate as much with the students directly as possible, even young ones. I feel that this helps them feel involved and responsible for their learning. (Bethany)

Most American students explain their situation well, and ask questions. (Bo Young)

Young American students do not wait to speak until spoken to…. Young American students often feel quite comfortable speaking when they feel like it…. Sometimes this adds great spontaneity to the lesson and the students love to answer teachers’ questions. (Bethany)
Other results appeared to indicate that Korean students and parents tend to rely on teachers and prefer a direct teaching style:

I like the teacher who I can trust. For instance, when I was preparing for the piano competition with the pianist Hye-Sun Paik at Seoul National University, since I could trust her capacity and experiences and respect her personality, I could easily follow her suggestions about what I needed to do ... even her choice for my competition repertoire pieces.... I even felt better when she checked my dress before going on the competition. I did not want to look stupid in the competition by wearing a weird dress, so when she checked my dress before going on, I had confidence that I didn’t look weird on the stage. (Song)

Parents also expect teachers to do everything for their child. (Bo Young)

I think most young Korean students do not know what to do, what they want to do, so I think young Korean kids and their parents prefer the teacher who can explain it in detail. It does not matter whether the teacher is strict or harsh. (Min Young)
I think [Korean] students are passive…. They just sit and expect teachers to do everything for them…. If they are not interested in playing or music, rather than finding their own interest in music, they will expect teachers to motivate their interest. (Bo Young)

I think the students and myself would rather have teachers who have a thorough grasp of the problems. It can be anything …technical difficulties, understanding the music, musical expression …and have a capacity to solve the problems with certainty. (Song)

[Korean] students seem to prefer cooperative learning. It seems to be more natural for the Korean students learning with a helper or a coach. They are not interested in independent or creative learning. And they prefer a teacher’s direct teaching style. (Bethany)

Following this, Korean teachers seemed to be comfortable with a teacher-oriented teaching style:

Of course, teachers also should understand their students’ learning style and prepare for the lesson, but I think in Korea, most piano teachers still teach with
their own ways; they only teach the way they learned, and they teach with their own preferred teaching style. It is pretty much a method of teacher-oriented teaching. It does not matter for them whether the students like their teaching style or not. (Bo Young)

When I was preparing for arts high school, I went to my piano teacher’s house for lessons. Whenever I went, I felt unwelcomed. The place where I took the lesson was in the basement, and the teacher always came down to the lesson room late, so I had to wait for her…. The teacher did not seem to consider my feelings or situation, but I had to check my teacher’s feelings or mood…. I think most peers who were preparing for arts high school had similar kinds of teachers as I had …teacher-oriented …strict. (Song)

In contrast, American participants indicated that American students and teachers think of teachers as being more of a facilitator for the student’s learning:

The teacher is a facilitator for the students’ learning. (Ally)

[American students want] a warm relationship where the student trusts the teacher and the teacher can motivate the students to learn well. There are many
different ways to motivate students. Not just, I am the teacher and you do what I say …but because either students want to please the teacher, or because they admire teachers, or are impressed by the way teachers play…. The teacher has the responsibility to motivate students. (Ally)

I think they want someone who is nice and caring. Sort of another adult cheerleader who encourages them with positive motivation. I think they genuinely want to learn, so also are looking for someone who can help them to learn. (Bethany)

I expect that my students have a comprehensive piano education where they become self-sufficient pianists who can use their skills to help others. To do that I spend time helping them to learn to sight read and develop the ability to solve problems on their own. I expect my students to participate to that end. (Ally)

My American students seem to know very well what they do well and what they do not do well, and they want teachers to meet their expectations. For example, I do not want to do my theory homework; why can’t you teach me without any theory homework? Maybe, they do not say exactly that, but they seem to be bolder in putting their own demands to teachers than Asian students [Korean or
Chinese American or immigrant students. “Teach me, tell me what to do.” … As a teacher, you have more controls versus American students who are a lot more demanding. (Bethany)

In the quotes above, the students seemed to be more independent than Korean students. Also, they felt that American students care about the relationship between students and teachers, as they seemed to prefer a teacher who is supportive and encouraging. American students also seemed to take ownership of their learning.

Significant differences were evident in the area of communication style, behavior, and verbal interaction between students and teachers. A divergence of learning styles, teaching styles, and verbal interactions has the potential to mislead both teachers and students. Participants agreed that these differences account for the challenges and frustrations in cross-cultural teaching:

Another challenging situation is that I need to always encourage the students and give frequent compliments as much as I can during the lesson. I remember I was not happy with my first American teacher in the U.S, because she always said good even if I felt my playing was not ready to deserve the compliment…. I felt the teacher’s compliment sounded insincere …maybe because of the different cultural background; in Korea, as you know, teachers hardly encourage or give compliments to their students during the lesson. Since I grew up in these environments, when I worked with American students, it is very challenging…. You need to force yourself to try to give compliments…. Even when students play
well this much [indicating a tiny amount with her fingers], you should say “Wow!” or something like that. (Min Young)

I remember before coming to the U.S. to study one of my college friends talking. She told me that teaching young kids in the U.S. feels like doing baby-sitting…. She said if you have to teach piano to young kids in the U.S., first you have to be the best baby-sitter to the students …even if they are not prepared for the lesson and their attitude is not respectful, you have to give lots of compliments and encourage the student…. Now I understand why she told me that. (Song)

My Asian American students often wait so much, or they feel uncomfortable when I ask questions. People who are afraid of speak; it is harder to draw them out…. Especially related to new concepts, the “discovery” style of teaching was confusing and seemed frustrating to the [Korean] students. (Bethany)

I believe that the above responses highlight cultural differences such as the influence of Confucian philosophy, in which formal and serious relationships between teachers (elders) and students (youth) are implicitly accepted. For instance, since Song’s friend grew up in a Confucian society, new teaching styles such as a student-oriented teaching approach, with lots of compliments and encouragement, might make her think that her authority was not being
respected and that her job had been reduced to pleasing young children (as Min Young implied). In addition, it is possible that the types of verbal interactions and the preferred teaching and learning styles in Korea can be traced to the Korean language. In Korea, inflections reflect degrees of deference in the relationship between speakers and listeners, and also toward persons being talked about. McBrian gives four levels of speech expressing degrees:30

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Declarative</th>
<th>Interrogative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level I</td>
<td>Kamnida</td>
<td>Kamnikka?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level II</td>
<td>Kayo</td>
<td>Kayo?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level III</td>
<td>Ka</td>
<td>Ka?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level IV</td>
<td>Ka</td>
<td>Kani?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level I is the most formal and polite level, and Level II is less polite than Level I, but still formal. Both Levels I and II are used by children interacting with adults such as teachers and parents; depending on the nature of their relationship, some adults use formal address with each other31. Levels III and IV are used by adults to children, for example students. Specifically, since Korean piano students must use the formal and polite form of address with piano teachers, it is possible that it may naturally lead to the relationship between Korean teachers and students being more formal. Also, since teachers employ only Level III or Level IV in communications with students, both of which resemble commands and a more direct conversational style, this may naturally facilitate a more direct method of instruction. A direct method might allow students to participate less during lessons (such as asking the teacher a question).

31 McBrian, 1978
The Korean word for education, “Kyo-Youck,” also implies the hierarchal relationship between teachers and students and might explain why teacher-oriented and direct methods of instruction have prevailed in Korea. The first syllable, “Kyo,” consists of three Chinese characters: Ho, Ja, and Bok. Ho implies “the world,” Ja implies “children,” and Bok implies “touch”\footnote{Chang-Ho Shin, *DaeHak – educational philosophy of Confucianism for leaders* (Seoul: Educational Science Publishing, 2010).}. According to Chang-ho Shin, “Kyo” describes the following images: young people getting to know or understand the ways of the world; the elders advising young people with a slight touch of their hands about what they need to be aware or cautious of; and the young people following the elder’s direction. According to Shuo-Wen-Chieh-Tzu, one of the oldest dictionary of classical Chinese language, “Kyo” as students facing a world that is very complicated; therefore they need to respectfully follow the example of their teacher\footnote{Shin, 2010.}. In this way the meaning of “Kyo” is a teacher who holds a disciplinary rod to lead the student to learning the right way of living. There is no empirical evidence, but I believe this data supports the view that elders (teachers) know better than younger people (students). They preserve and reinforce teacher-oriented or direct methods of instruction as well as dependent learning styles.

**Discipline Issues -Practicing Behavior**

The issue of discipline presents another philosophical distinction between teachers from the U.S. and Korea. Practicing behavior is one of the most important elements of discipline. It indicates a student’s level of responsibility toward preparing for lessons.
Most [Korean] students are extremely disciplined. (Bethany)

I would like to have students who are well disciplined. (Bo Young)

[Korean] teachers expect students to work sincerely. (Song)

I really did not have to do anything [to motivate Korean students]…. Even though I think they do not like what I asked them to do as far as practicing is concerned, they still did it. They did all the theory homework, all the composition assignments. (Bethany)

I expect my students to work to achieve their goals and I hope that they enjoy lessons and playing the piano. (Ally)

I think that some students think piano is going to be very firm and disciplined, and other students think that piano should be really fun. So I kind of have to adjust to what their expectations are. If I see that they are willing to be disciplined, then I
have to set up lots of discipline and challenges for them. But if they only want to have fun, then I am going to have fun. (Ally)

Teachers have come to expect that American students will usually be very busy in many extracurricular activities, of which piano is just one…. I am more generous and I do not give them a hard time if they haven’t practiced. Especially if it is just a studio recital, I guess that is not a competition, and if they explicitly say that they want to compete or they want to challenge themselves, then I will hold them to that goal and push them and let them know if they are or are not living up to their expectations…. But if they are just doing piano for fun, and it is one of many fun activities, if they have not practiced for a recital I do not really get mad at them. (Bethany)

Two of my students are very frustrating … and I don’t teach them privately, so it’s not a discussion that can happen until the end of a semester, or the end of a contract, so that is the kind of thing that I am probably going to have to bring up to their parents but not the students…. 

I have a little motivational activity for them [two students who are not practicing] like a star or sticker charts, or something. When they don’t practice they can see that they are not keeping up…. That way I do not have to say as much, they are
aware that they are falling behind their peers, but even with that, I’ve noticed this semester, that does not seem to bother them or their parents, and I am setting the expectation pretty low for them because they haven’t even met any high expectations…. They just don’t work during the week ‘cause they are always so busy, like Karate, gymnastics, boy scouts or girl scouts, church, visiting people…. It’s all good stuff…. They’re not claiming to be a competitive pianist …they just want their life to be full in that way. So …if they are happy with moving with that pace, I guess that is okay with me for now. It’s not the most fulfilling teaching for me at the moment. (Bethany)

I thought about setting a general expectation, because right now I have some students who really work hard and achieve a lot and other students who barely work at all. And I thought I should set a limit that if you are not practicing, you are not in my studio. But right now I need all the students I can get. (Ally)

For the American teachers, the qualities of discipline and hard work were not the teacher and students’ primary concerns or expectations. They acknowledged that students can take lessons just for fun and seemed to be cautious in telling students they needed to practice more. Consequently, they were very flexible with discipline, and the teachers had a more generous attitude towards their students’ practicing habits than the Koreans. However, since Korean private teachers seem to have much greater expectations of their students in the area of discipline,
such as preparing for lessons and being responsible for practicing assignments, most Korean participants expressed concern about the challenge of disciplining their students in the U.S.:

Most of students I met in the U.S. were pretty much taking piano lessons because of their interests…. I mean, they want to have fun …so it’s hard to challenge them or develop musicality or piano technique, and it is hard to give sincere advice or correct their behaviors compared to Korean students, so sometimes I feel less motivated as a teacher. (Song)

It also baffles me when students say they did not practice because the practicing assignments were not fun…. Even if practicing the piano is not fun, I believe if people start to practice, they will sometimes find interest which they do not expect at first…. However, I feel some students here do not even try to practice at first because it does not look fun, and tend to rationalize the reasons why they do not practice because of that …which makes me think they are not well-disciplined…. I have realized that their attitudes are so different than Korean students I had worked with, and I am not confident in how to deal with these students. (Song)

In Korea, even if students find it stressful dealing with practicing assignments or challenging stuff, they somehow manage and are willing to try to do them …even if they did not completely do what I said…. But here in the U.S., students easily
seem to refuse to do their practicing assignments for their teachers either when they feel the assignments are challenging or they are overwhelmed or they do not want to do them…. That is why I am still struggling when I give practicing assignments to young students here…. Some students really care when I write assignments in their notebooks…. Some of them just tell me …that is too much. Or they are busy so they cannot do it …or they are frowning without saying anything …which is so frustrating…. And I am still not sure how I should respond to students who never have their assignments completed with inexcusable reasons. (Min Young)

When the students do not prepare for lessons, I am not sure how I should respond. I still think improving performance skills or helping to increase students’ knowledge is a teacher’s duty…. I feel guilty if I only have fun with them. (Min Young)

As the quotes above show, Korean participants seemed to believe that if the students are not practicing, but only looking to have fun, the students end up not being productive. This made some Korean teachers believe that they were not doing their job as a teacher. There were, however, exceptions to this. One Korean participant commented that she does not have concerns about her American students’ discipline in practicing:
I do not have any practicing issues with my students here [in the U.S.] like some other Korean teachers…. I feel that it’s even easier to have them practice the piano than the Korean students. As long as I explain why they [American students] need to practice and the students understand and agree, they are more responsible, and they take more initiative…. They ask more questions about practicing (how to practice and what they need to do) rather than just following what I assign without knowing the reasons behind it. (Bo Young)

While there are exceptions, most participants’ responses above—regarding differences in discipline issues between the two cultures—also seem to be recognized by current Korean piano pedagogues.

Their responses may explain the argument of Korean piano professor Byun that the curriculum of private piano and music institutions is stricter in Korea than in the U.S. For instance, Young-Sook Byun, a piano professor at Chonnam National University, reports that while Korean pre-college piano students between six and twelve of age go to the piano institution every day to practice the piano for approximately an hour, and have a ten-minute lesson a couple of times a week, American students tend to do most of their practicing at home, and go to the private music institution one or at most two times a week for their lesson(s)\(^\text{34}\). Although this may have something to do with having access to a piano, it may also be that having multiple lessons during the week, even if they are short, and having the teacher make sure the student is practicing in their practice room every day for approximately an hour, are ways of

\(^{34}\) Young-Sook Byun, 45 things that mother should know about teaching piano (Seoul: Samho Publishing, 2004).
instilling self-discipline in young Korean students. It may also help to exert the teacher’s control over the student, which reinforces the teacher-based Korean model of learning. For American students, the emphasis falls on individual responsibility; this may give American students more independence to develop their own interpretive ideas with less input from the teacher. In American pedagogy, the teacher may place less emphasis on discipline, but more emphasis on the student’s creativity and self-motivation.

Interestingly, these findings are consistent with those of the study of mothers of Asian students (Chinese, Taiwanese, and Korean) who are enrolled in the pre-college division at Julliard and in Japanese piano education. For instance, Midori Koga states that “music students must learn the piano lesson of discipline, obedience, and practice, and it is understood that parents and piano teachers as well as students have made an unspoken contract to endeavor, through discipline and perseverance (giri), to lay a solid foundation of knowledge and technical proficiency of the instrument in Japan”\(^{35}\). In addition, Grace Wang claims that many of the Asian interviewees in her study—including Chinese, Taiwanese, and Korean mothers of Julliard pre-college division students—cited discipline, diligence, and persistence as critical reasons for enrolling their children in music lessons\(^{36}\). One of his interviewees, an immigrant from Singapore, explained the critical reasons for enrolling his children in music lessons:

I think you will find that most of the children, if they learn an instrument, they don’t have any big problems when they are learning science, mathematics, or something. It’s easy, easy for them! ...Because if you have this kind of discipline, the concentration to overcome obstacles, do something over and over again, then


\(^{36}\) Wang, 2009.
you will know, “Oh! If I put in every kind of effort, then I will win.” …By playing the piano, they can feel like, “Oh, this music is very beautiful,” and in the meantime get this good training and art for the future.  

Wang states that “Many Asian parents readily identified qualities such as focus, hard work, and self-sacrifice as ‘Asian.’ These traits were not perceived to be a natural part of one’s identity, but principles that parents hoped to instill in their children through classical music training.”

There is no empirical evidence to support why the Asian countries listed above, including Korea, place a high value on discipline, but scholar Kwang-Kyu Lee indicates that the qualities of hard work and discipline have been necessary virtues that Korean mothers want to instill in their children. It is possible that this is connected to the influence of Confucian philosophy, where self-discipline is considered to be one of the most important moral principles.

**Asian/Korean Motherhood**

Another area that may arise as a challenge in cross-cultural teaching is that of Asian/Korean motherhood. In fact, some of the most interesting findings in this study concern aspects of motherhood. Participants described how Korean mothers tend to be very involved in
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38 Wang, 2009.  
their child’s piano studies and report that this sometimes manifests in their preparation for the child’s piano lessons and interaction with piano teachers:

Even when I work with young students who are not considering majoring in piano or music in the future, both the mothers and students show their respect to me. For instance, when I taught at the students’ houses in Korea, most mothers made sure their child prepared for the lesson; had their child practice or do their assignment until I showed up…. Also …they prepared desserts for me…. They also made sure their child bowed politely when I came and left the house…. Of course, they also tried to greet me whenever I entered or left the house. (Song)

The parents might change teachers eventually if they have different expectations; however, if their child starts to study piano seriously [or] considers studying piano at college, the parents absolutely delegate their authority to a teacher and show their respect to teachers for their child. (Song)

Asian parents need to back away a little bit so that the student can have time to answer …because the parent expects the child to answer right away, too. (Ally)
In pointing out Asian mothers’ extreme involvedness, both Korean and American participants reported that these mothers were likely to focus on tangible results such as competitions and progress on repertoire, and that they tended to be more competitive than American parents:

In many cases …since Korean parents care about the results, how fast their child can make the results, and what their child’s peers are learning, they will ask teachers things like “I heard this method is popular now; can you use it in lessons?” …“Even if my child does not seem to be interested in playing the piano, can you make her/him learn as much as his/her peers by threats and coaxing?” … “How long does it take to learn all 30 Czerny, Op. 849?” (Bo Young)

Mothers also expect teachers to do everything for their child, and are very interested in piano competitions…. I think this is because …our country is a mostly competitive society…. They want to prove that their child is far better than the others…. One way you can prove this is by winning at competitions…. Another reason comes from this way of thinking: if my child’s peer went to the competition, my child should also go to the competition…. Otherwise, they think their child is far behind rather than that their child is different. (Bo Young)
Since the mothers [Korean] are paying for their child’s lessons, they want to have tangible results. Even the parents of piano students not planning for art middle school expect their child to expand or learn up to certain repertoire, and to make progress. For instance, they will ask if my child is 10 years old, why she cannot play this piece like her peers…. Since Korean Moms tend to compare their child with their child’s peers and they are not merely focusing on only their child’s individual learning, they have certain expectations from the teachers and their child …which mostly are improving performing skills and making progress on the repertoire. (Song)

I remember the piano was starting to boom in Korea when I was ten or eleven years old …so it will be twenty years ago. Almost all young kids learned the piano …and even kids who were not considering studying piano or music in the future, I remember they went to a piano institution where many students were the finalists or winners at competitions. I did not attend that institution, but I heard that the teachers were very strict; assigned a large amount of practicing … sometimes tapped the wrists with a ruler when the student did not have a correct hand position or played with wrong fingerings…. But still, people attended that institution. (Min Young)
Korean mothers, they care about the results of competitions. So I feel pressure. (Min Young)

The parents …and the students are aware …what their friends were playing, how they are playing …whether they are going to the same festival or not. (Bethany)

The characteristics of Asian/Korean motherhood appear to create considerable challenges when an American student teacher works with young Asian students:

The beginner that I was just talking about, his parents are the ones who kept saying, “This music is that he is reading is so easy looking. Is there something wrong with him?” I think they were comparing him to his peers who were playing things with a lot more notes, maybe, right off the bat, in a different method book, and I think a big driving force behind their concern was that he was not playing same thing that their daughter had played as a beginner. They were afraid he wasn’t competing or reaching his potential or something…. They seemed to be much more interested in tangible accomplishments. (Bethany)

There was one situation with one of my Chinese students. Her mom was really involved with correcting her when I was correcting her. I was kind of expecting it
…that is why it surprised me that it was true. Because that was the stereotype about Asian moms and then here it was true in this case…. [She was] really involved with children. I keep a journal for my students, I accidently sent it home with her, and I think she read it …because she stopped correcting her daughter. (Ally)

American participants overwhelmingly expressed that working with Asian mothers was a challenge, especially in their initial teaching experience with young Asian students. One experience in particular stands out:

He [the Korean student] was starting from scratch …so he did not have a previous background in how to learn to play piano. I started him with a more creative approach and a little bit of a slower process to reading …much more creative …and I got a lot of resistance from his parents. Not from the student—he seemed to be doing great….

I thought because of his hand size, especially, he was so young …we were doing a pre-reading book, and a lot of stuff that focuses the hand in a five finger position, in a closed hand position. And that is what I was prioritizing because his hand was small. I knew he probably could handle the reading, but he couldn’t handle playing all the notes yet; that was almost insulting to his parents. They asked many times if he was stupid…. [There were] a lot of emails and phone calls…. “Is he not good enough? Why is he doing this?” Saying, “This is not what his sister
did …He just seems to be progressing so slowly.” Even though I was saying, “He is brilliant. He is grasping material, he is coming around. He is coming up with great and creative projects…. He is so delightful in the lesson, I love the kid.”

When asked how she negotiated with the parents of the student, Bethany responded,

I spent a lot of time on the phone and emailing with them…. They seemed to understand the different teaching philosophy …that I was trying to incorporate with his sister…. Even though she could play fluently, her other skills levels were really low. Like reading, technique, theory, everything was pretty low …but she could play it if she heard something…. When fed the music, she could reproduce it, so I wanted to not have him in the same boat…. They did not seem to see as much as value in the other things that he was growing in and I would explain it to the parents, and the parents would understand after a lot of communication that those skills are valuable to me; at least they saw them as valuable for him…. The end of story is that their teacher—the former teacher [who was also Korean]—came back to town after being away, so they decided to go back to her. (Bethany)
Interestingly, Korean participants also expressed that interacting with Korean mothers was sometimes a challenge. As Song commented, “Sometimes it is stressful to deal with Korean mothers due to their pushiness and pressure when I taught in Korea.”

There is also evidence that presents an alternative view. For instance, one American participant described her experiences with a Korean mother who is not competitive or overinvolved:

She [a Korean student’s mother] is not a typical Asian parent…. She never talks to me about anything…. The only thing she told me is that she does not wish [the student] to play at the studio recital…. I do not think that is typical. (Ally)

Along with the participants’ interviews, many feature articles, editorials, and studies have presented and reported on instances of Asian moms’ pushiness, extreme involvedness and interest in their child’s education. For instance, Wang reports that many Julliard music students and American parents equate Asian moms with pushiness40. Kimberly Goyette and Yu Xie also indicate that high Asian parental expectations can lead to a child’s high motivation and personal educational expectations41. Lee claims that most Korean mothers control and intervene when their child enters school. This intensified energy and effort is sometimes displayed through the purchase of housing in exclusive areas so as to provide access to a better school district, or

40 Wang, 2009.
through asking questions of school personnel and challenging methods of teaching and discipline if a child has a bad record\textsuperscript{42}.

While a couple of theories have explained the reasons behind the Asian/Korean moms’ characteristics in the studies, two theories provide a different understanding and perspective on Asian mothers’ pushiness and extreme involvement with their child’s education: the Asian cultural image of being a “good mother,” and the Korean understanding of “education.”

First is the cultural value of the “good mother” commonly held in Asian societies (Chinese, Taiwanese, Singaporean, and Korean). The qualities of a “good mother” include sacrifice, lack of self-involvement, and dedication to their children. The meaning of these traits depends on how maternal sacrifice is defined; the expectations for and role of mothers can be understood differently in different cultural contexts. Namely, what people from outside of Asia (including America) consider to be an Asian mother’s extreme behavior might be interpreted differently in Asia and even seen as natural. Some of these behaviors may be explained as a mother’s important or necessary duties and roles in Asia. Wang notes that many of the mothers of Asian students (Chinese, Korean, etc.) she interviewed at Julliard pre-college division pointed to the long distances they traveled as a measure of their willingness to make the sacrifices necessary for their children to reach their musical goals\textsuperscript{43}. According to Wang, although a Taiwanese student’s mother, Wang Wei, views the constant travel and family separation as far from ideal, she felt that her maternal duties required such sacrifices. “You have to help them, like it or not, so they never come back and say, ‘Mom, you should have let me do that….’ I sacrifice myself and even my career. I am a business person in Taiwan. I ran a company, but now, after

\textsuperscript{42} Lee, 2003.
\textsuperscript{43} Wang, 2009.
two years, my daughter's here, and I quit my company.\textsuperscript{44} Wang Wei also said that prior to quitting her job, she had less time to help her daughter pursue her musical ambitions, and therefore considered herself not as good of a mother. Wang states that the professional and personal sacrifices undertaken by families typically also fall on the shoulders of Korean mothers. One Korean music student’s mother, Sookhyun, continued living in New Jersey with her daughter (who attends the Julliard pre-college division) after her husband’s work required him to move back to Korea. After presenting a few similar stories, Wang summarized her findings as follows: “The mothers narrated their own stories through the more accepted tropes of good mothering and generational sacrifices, rather than other reasons, such as personal ambition to see their children become famous.”\textsuperscript{45}

Images of good mothers being those who sacrifice for the sake of the next generation are also associated with the meaning of Korean word for education, “Kyo Youck,” which is derived from Chinese. The second syllable, “Youck,” consists of two Chinese characters: “Ja” and “Youk.” “Ja” depicts the image of an upside-down child, and “Youk” depicts a pregnant mother. Shine explains that “Youck” had two meanings in the past: first, “delivering a baby,” and second, “reforming” a baby.\textsuperscript{46} The upside-down baby who is inside the belly is described as a baby who is in a bent or crooked position, which hardly allows for giving birth. So the mother has to “reform” the baby. According to Shuo-Wen-Chieh-Tzu, one of the oldest dictionaries of classical Chinese language, these two meanings were further interpreted by scholars as mothers who warmly hug their child or mothers who correct children’s bad habits in order to guide them along.

\textsuperscript{44} Wang, 2009.
\textsuperscript{45} Wang, 2009.
\textsuperscript{46} Shin, 2010.
the right way. I believe that these interpretations explicitly define the mother’s role, and may explain why Korean mothers are actively involved with their children’s education, in particular piano studies.

Why do Korean parents tend to compare themselves with others and focus on tangible results in piano studies? While there are no definite beliefs and values that explain this in the context of piano education, several theories may offer an explanation.

One reason behind parents’ tendency to compare their child with peers may be that they are under the influence of a culture prone to gossip. Lee notes that “one of the important networks among the inhabitants of a rural community in Korea is gossip gathering.” It was common in the past to see several groups of people gossiping under a big tree on a windy hill on a summer evening or afternoon between working. These gatherings are informal groups which do not follow strict social rules but function as a center for the exchange of information. Nowadays, these gatherings still occur among Korean parents as they exchange information about their children’s music education in Korea. Wang also states that while children attend music classes and lessons, Korean parents congregate in the lobby and cafeteria at the Julliard School, hang out by the practice rooms, or gather to make group trips to Korea Town. These parent gatherings are often used to share information about their child’s progress and information about competitions, teachers, and schools.

Second, parental comparison may have to do with the Korean commitment to collectivism. The Korean word for “human” does not describe people as individuals, but as a
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group, living together, and can be associated with the Collectivistic cultures that predominate in Asia. According to Greet Hofstede, these cultures place great emphasis on groups, and think more in terms of “we” than “I”\(^{50}\). So-Young Cheon states that these Collectivist cultures are evident in the traditional Korean way of giving and sharing with neighbors in old times\(^{51}\). During the Thanksgiving season, people gave fruit baskets to each other, and if a new person moved into town, the newcomer brought rice cakes to the each of the neighbors to get to know them better. The neighbors, in return, often lent their house tools or shared information which might make the newcomer’s transition easier\(^{52}\). It is quite possible that these cultural practices of knowing neighbors and sharing information are still embedded in the Korean parents’ sharing of their child’s personal piano education information such as what repertoire they are playing, information about festivals, teachers, competitions, institutions, etc. Again, this could lead to comparing their child with their child’s peers, and becoming more competitive.

If gossip and collective identity explain why parents engage in peer comparison, Koreans’ perspectives of education and competitive environments might explain why Korean parents focus on tangible results.

Korean students are, in many ways, encompassed within a more competitive environment than American students, including the strong and ever-present competition to get into a top university after high school. For some Korean parents, tangible results from a music competition or festival can be another piece of the puzzle that helps their child gain acceptance into a prestigious school. Likewise, as one participant explained during the interview, in order to

\(^{50}\) Hofstede, 1986.


\(^{52}\) Lee, 2003.
survive within a competitive society, people want to achieve tangible results as proof that their child is succeeding in music study in order to get into a top music school.

Finally, Koreans’ extreme interests in education and in cultural model of success might explain their focus on the child’s visible accomplishments. There is no empirical evidence to support this view, but it is possible that Koreans follow educational issues more closely than Americans. According to Eun-Young Kim, Korean and Korean–American newspapers, magazines, and books present many examples of Koreans’ extreme interests in their children’s education. Indeed, through commercial advertisements, feature articles, and editorials, they indirectly or directly create, maintain, and reinforcing the message in the Korean community that education is important. For instance, near university entrance exam time, it has become almost official for newspapers to explore strategies about how to prepare for a top school, including telling the stories of people who are attending or have graduated from a top school (how they prepared for the entrance exam, etc.), in their lead story. After official exams have finished (similar to SATs), news stations will interview and broadcast stories about those who are at the top of the exams or continuing on to a top school. Also, numerous success stories about who got into Ivy League schools, or the parents’ stories about how they raised their children, have been published. Furthermore, according to Kim, cultural models of success in education almost equate with a good educational background such as earning a degree from a prestigious school. Likewise, I believe that the cultural model of success in music (piano) studies also equates with earning a degree from a prestigious conservatory, winning competitions, or becoming a famous musician. Internationally successful classical Korean musicians are featured in Korean

\[51^{53}\text{ Kim, 1993.}\]
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broadcasts, magazines, and articles when they win global competitions or visit their home country.

Of course, other social or cultural influences can be involved, and the above theories can overlap to explain the reasons behind parents being competitive and focusing on tangible results in their child’s piano studies. In the meantime, I found that Korean educators, including piano pedagogues, have been more concerned about society and the parents’ fervor for education. Korean piano pedagogues have asked parents not to be competitive and to focus less on the progress of repertoire. For example, in pointing out that Korean parents tend to ask first about the progress of repertoire when they meet people who study piano, Byun urges parents to focus less on their children’ progress through repertoire, and not compare them with other same-aged children’s progress or technical development\textsuperscript{55}. Piano professor Si-Won Choi also warns that parents should not compare their children with others, and encourages them not to be overly competitive\textsuperscript{56}.

\textbf{Inter-Linguistic Challenges}

As participants reflected on differences in student, parent, and teacher expectations, most participants asserted the importance of understanding the different expectations from both cultures and of modifying their teaching approach if necessary. Indeed, observations of the participants’ teaching proved that most participants acknowledged the need to modify their teaching, and managed it professionally when necessary. However, in the supplementary

\textsuperscript{55} Byun, 2004.
\textsuperscript{56} Si-Won Choi, \textit{Music education – How should we do it?} (Seoul: Dara, 1996).
observations, I found that linguistic challenges sometimes hampered this adjustment. One participant confessed that because of the linguistic issues, her alterations did not work out successfully. She discussed the challenges she encountered with the questioning approach in responding to my comment, “I think your questioning approach seemed to be different than what you described in the first interview.”

I sometimes still feel uneasy in talking with American students during the lesson…. I want to ask indirect questions or discovery questions to help the students figure things out on their own…. However, I think because of language difficulties, it seems to be difficult…. Of course, I want to change my questioning approach, I am aware of that. I do not prefer the more direct teaching styles or giving answers right away to students if they do not get it …but, it is hard to paraphrase the questions immediately…. If the student does not answer my questions …I want to give other questions to reinforce the ideas or to help the student easily figure it out. However, when I tried it, it did not work for me…. The student did not understand my questions at all…. Afterwards, I usually asked more direct types of questions. (Bo Young)

As a matter of fact, for some people, the first thing they worry about in regards to cross-cultural teaching is language issues. Over the past ten years, like the participants, not all of my students were from the United States. Last year, I had a young student who had just moved from Mexico. She brought a piano method written in Spanish, which I cannot understand. We used it for six months or so since she was still learning English. Neither of her parents could speak nor
understand English. I was also not a native speaker, but we had to communicate in English during the lessons and have my student or her brother translate when I communicated with her parents.

As the world gets smaller, linguistic challenges can happen anywhere. And yet none of the participants mentioned linguistic problems during the first interview. It was only during observation that I began to notice these problems, which led to questions about language challenges during the final interview. Interestingly, even participants who talked about this challenge in their final interview seemed to hesitate or were uncomfortable talking about it. Here are some of the challenges the Bo Young shared in her final interview:

- Popular songs, or trends …what movies children like nowadays …which cartoon or movie is popular…. I do not have much information about this…. Since I am a foreigner, I am not part of the trends here, which is challenging. And even if I am aware of them, it is not easy to communicate about them, and I am afraid of speaking with students about them …because of linguistic challenges…. In my teaching philosophy, I believe that when I share in these things, I feel like the relationships with students are more intimate, which of course affects the lessons in a positive way…. I really think intimate, friendly relationships are important, especially in working with young students. But again, since I cannot share in these trends with my students because of linguistic challenges and cultural challenges, it is frustrating. (Bo Young)
In my observation, I noticed minor linguistic challenges during the lessons. For instance, a couple of times, the students said, “What, what?” in order to understand what their teacher just said. In some cases, the teacher misinterpreted what the student had said, although this happened rarely when they talked about playing piano, and did not seem to really bother the students or teachers during their piano studies. However, when I talked about those findings during the final interview, one participant agreed with them, but seemed reluctant to talk about it further; the other participant said she never felt there were challenges, and was reluctant to discuss it. I myself was not always sure which challenges could be identified as linguistic, unless they were significant; since I am also not a native speaker of English, it is possible that I might be overly sensitive to this issue.

For instance, when observing Ally’s lesson with a Korean student, I noticed the student would sometimes repeat what Ally referred to a couple of times slowly to herself before responding. Here is our exchange:

Me: Although the student can communicate with you in English very well, when you worked on cadences in the first lesson, her cognition seemed to be slow due to linguistic challenges…. I think the student tried to translate what you explained into Korean in her head subconsciously …because she kept repeating what you referred to a couple of times slowly by herself…. Actually that is what I do if I do not understand something immediately.

Ally: I noticed that sometimes [my Korean student] does not understand me, but I never thought it was language issues. But yeah …maybe it is.
The idea that there may have been a linguistic issue had not occurred to Ally, although she admitted language may have played a role.

Language issues bring up many questions about perception. Jay Lemke states that even though students and teachers maybe use the same words, when they are used with different semantic relations to other terms, they represent very different meanings. Social conflict and perceived social difference can lead to miscommunication and misunderstanding. Even native speaker teachers and students can have a semantic conflict; what about teachers and students who are coming from different language culture?

During my initial experience teaching in America, one of my eight-year-old students tried to fix my pronunciation. I asked her to play “Jingle Bells.” Suddenly she responded, “It is not Jingle [imitating my pronunciation], it is Jingle.” She had me pronounce the word until she thought it was correct. In Korea, people also use the phrase, “Jingle Bells” but although the term is the same, the pronunciation is different than in English. Since I pronounced the word in the Korean way, it was hard to pronounce the word as my student suggested. I was puzzled, but did not think much of the incident. However, I noticed that it eventually brought up the obvious conflict of a pattern of social interaction that pits teacher and students against one another. For instance, when she did not practice the specific passages I had assigned, she claimed she had not heard me and in addition, she did not communicate her assignments to her mother, who was equally puzzled. I believe she was using the situation to her advantage so that she would not have to practice what I had assigned, using semantic misunderstanding as an excuse. Although this
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was not the result of an actual semantic misunderstanding, I do think this is a situation where language issues introduced social conflict, since it put my authority as a teacher into question.

**Pedagogical Adaptions and Connections to Teaching Philosophies**

The study showed that between Korean and American participants, there were differences in attitudes towards modifying teaching styles in an intercultural context:

I have been very cautious in dealing with young students in order to avoid complicated issues or students’ complaining; I’ve learned that I have to adjust everything for my students even if I am not pleased with my students’ learning or practicing attitudes…. Even if students never prepare for lessons, with inexcusable reasons, you cannot scold or push them to do things like Korean students…. Also, I have been trying to check my students’ mood or feelings before the lesson, and trying to change the amount of assignments if the student complains, which I find very frustrating but I think I have to do. (Min Young)

I think here in the U.S., society accepts and supports autonomy. Personal interests and expressions are valid and unique, and ought to be respected, so I think students have less pressure for their practicing assignments or theory assignments; they care more about their interest in music and piano…. If they are not interested in practicing, then they do not do it…. Because of that, I think my teaching style
has changed. For instance, I’ve started to ask the students questions: “What do you think about this music, how do you like the sound of it,” etc. … If I don’t motivate their interests, I feel that they might not continue to study the piano. Also, I have started to take a more serious view of the relationships between the students and me, because the parents are not so much involved with the lessons compared with the Korean moms I had worked with, and also because the reason for taking lessons is not driven by the parents, but by the student’s interests. (Song)

I think this was the worst lesson. I was surprised by her behavior and attitude…. I helped her to sit properly and focus on playing, and the student did not respond. When I explained things or asked a question, the student looked at other stuff, or knelt down on the floor, or said she did not want to play the piano today and started tapping the keyboard…. I never had this kind of student before in Korea, so it was quite a challenge and made me think about how to respond to or work with these kinds of students who do not behave properly and are not disciplined…. If I were in Korea, and I had a student with similar behavior, I would usually tell the parent or student that I will no longer teach them, ask them to find another teacher, etc. … However, I cannot do that here … and when I took an education class, we talked a lot about how to manage students or classes where unexpected situations occur, or what situations can happen…. I think that in order for me to teach here … I need to prepare for these issues or challenges which are unexpected for me. (Song)
You have to give lots of compliments…. You cannot be too strict or too honest to young American students…. You need to learn sugar-coated expressions and how to use them if you want to continue teach here. (Min Young)

I used to change the way I approached my Asian students because that is what their parents wanted. I would be stricter … make sure everything was perfect…. It did not work for me. Maybe I do not have that kind of personality. If I am encouraging rather than commanding, it will give better results. I just thought I should…. Maybe it is from my perception of the way Asian students play, they play perfectly. So they must learn to play perfectly. (Ally)

One was an older transfer student, and usually with transfer students I like to keep something familiar for them, so it’s not all new at once, so I think I changed my teaching style more directly for her…. My other Korean student was her little brother, and he was starting from scratch, so I started him with a more creative approach. (Bethany)
While American participants seemed to recognize the challenges and opportunities presented by cultural differences as a challenge, they seemed to try to integrate the new challenges with their pre-existing teaching philosophy and style. In this way, the Americans seemed to be more confident about preserving their pre-existing pedagogical approach. Korean teachers, on the other hand, tended to be sensitive to both Korean and American teaching styles. Accordingly, these participants recognized the need to sensitively accommodate contextual situations, typically attempting to revise their teaching approaches even if they encountered frustration in understanding how to adjust to new cultures.

That Korean participants modified their teaching styles might seem like obvious illustrations of the saying, “When in Rome, do as the Romans do.” In this way, Korean participants, each of whom were international student teachers away from home, determined for themselves the degree to which they resisted, adapted, or assimilated music teaching situations outside their cultural comfort zone. An alternate explanation of this phenomenon is suggested by the notion of “double consciousness,” often associated with critical race theory as explained by W.E.B. Dubois as a “sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others in the mirror…. One feels two-ness, —an American, a Negro…”58 According to Gloria Ladson-Billings and William F. Tate IV, many African Americans (and other minorities) use a double consciousness to cope with being an “other”59,,” and what Korean participants were doing in terms of modifying their teaching styles seemed demonstrate that they were experiencing a type of double consciousness.

Participants’ Concluding Observations

Most Korean participants were able to offer explanations for their own insights and recommendations—those that they are actually applying or adapting their current teaching methods. Here are specific recommendations from Korean participants to both pre-service Korean student teachers and pre-service American student teachers:

We were used to teaching what we had learned in Korea, but I think when you come to the U.S., you start to think about whether your teaching style or method or philosophy is effective for the students or not…. I guess here, it is more student-oriented…. Here, students actually ask questions during the lesson…. You need to think about various teaching styles or methods for your students…. The technical accomplishment and performance-based style is not the best model here. (Bo Young)

I usually pat my students’ shoulders during lessons as an expression of encouragement or a compliment, which is quite common in Korea…. However, when my American colleague observed a lesson, she told me that I had to be careful about physical touch, and should first ask permission from the students or parents to use physical touch…. This was quite surprising to me …so I guess I
want to tell Korean student-teachers who will work with American students to be careful about physical touch. (Bo Young)

In Korea, I think I did everything I could for my students, because of their expectations. They expected me to do everything for them, so I had to explain everything and teach … dynamics [and] musical interpretation…. I usually brought a progress notebook for my students, and specifically noted what they needed to practice and how much they needed to practice…. Monday, practice this spot five times…. Tuesday, practice another spot …five times…. If that does not work, you can just talk with their parents, then everything will work out…. However, in America, I never assign practicing homework specifically…. I think they can figure out what to practice if I explain it well. For young American students, I started to explain to them why they need to practice, and if the students agree with the reasons for practicing, they seemed to prepare for their lessons well. (Bo Young)

First …like an entertainer …you need to motivate students’ interests and need to have a sense of humor. You need to learn positive expressions, and how to give compliments to your students. You also need to keep the lesson time punctually. (Song)
Advice for pre-service American teachers.... If they work with young Korean students, they have to give more specific assignments ...what the students need to do, how many times they need to do it.... They also need to explain directly what the teacher wants in working with the student and expects from the student ...as you would when dealing with American students. If you give many choices—you can think about it this way, or another way—then the students are easily overwhelmed and confused. (Song)

Korean moms, especially those who have just come to the U.S., have difficulties in communicating with the teachers at first because of linguistic challenges.... Even if a Korean mom does not have difficulty with speaking in English, she might be uncomfortable talking about her expectations with the teachers right away because of the cultural challenges.... Korean mothers tend to be hesitant to say something directly to the teachers at first.... Korean parents think it is quite common that the teacher ask their child to go to competitions or festivals or recitals first. Then the parents feel more welcomed and comfortable talking about their expectations. (Song)
In contrast to the Korean participants, American participants seemed hesitant and reluctant to generalize about their challenging past experiences. As a result, their recommendations are less specific in terms of general cross-cultural teaching situations; their reluctance to generalize may reflect the emphasis in their pedagogical practice on students’ individuality. Included in italics are my questions during the interview with Bethany:

*What advice would you give to pre-service American teachers who are about to teach young Korean students?*

I don’t know…. I don’t feel like I have had enough experience to give them general comments.

*Then … what about Asian young students? What would you suggest to American student teachers who are about teach young Asian kids?*

Well, I think in a way not to single out any kind of culture, the best way would be [to] make sure they have a really throughout interview with the student and the parents before the first lesson … and sort of observe very carefully the interactions between the student and the parent and the teacher during in that interview and then [ask] a couple of direct questions to both parents and the student … even in a written format. [That way] you can start to understand the driving forces behind everything that’s going to be going on in the piano lessons. You know? Is the parent more interested than the child? The child just expressed interest but they don’t have any ability or experiencing being independent as a learner.
For example, a three-and-a-half year-old Chinese girl that I taught—it was clear that she hasn’t even been in kindergarten yet, so of course she is practicing with her mom at home …‘cause everything she learned has been through the parents’ involvement…. But if she had been seven or eight, and she had experienced doing things her own, I would be much more curious to see what her level of commitment was for practicing, what her mom’s interest level was being involved in practicing …Sort of establishing a circle of trust and authority for the three of us, so I don’t think I can tell graduate students or undergraduate students, you know, “This is how you should go about it.” …. But I think they should collect much information as they can from the very beginning.

*What are your suggestions for future Korean student teachers then? Those who are about to start to teach young American students?*

I would give the same advice, because as I am learning from you, you can learn so much from other cultures. And I think it sounds like pedagogy in the [United] States is very different. What we value is sort of a general teaching philosophy versus what is taught overseas.

*What is that?*

Just sort of more holistic, and creative, fun. Independent learning is the model over here …versus, correct me if I am wrong, but what I’ve observed is much more parental involvement. It is much more cooperative; it’s not independent learning, [it’s] learning with a helper or a coach and lots of progressing towards specific, set goals, and not so much for creativity but just for playing. [It’s] so much more performance-based. So I
think we all have something to learn from other cultures. So I want Korean students, graduate students or undergraduate students, to learn about the American system by getting to know more American families through the interview process. If I were teaching undergraduates, I would want them all to prepare a sort of interview or trial lesson, but I want them to do some background reading on why you ask certain questions. Why do you want to know about parent involvement? Because, you know, some schools think that parents want to be less and less involved. So students become more independent, and then other schools think of it as family learning experiences. That’s going to be an important bond like when you think about Suzuki. It’s good to know all those driving forces behind why people do things. (Bethany)

I don’t think my Korean student is typical for your study. It’s hard to generalize. I think it’s valuable not to depend upon the culture so much. Also, I think it is important to talk to parents about what the expectations are for piano lessons, and what the students’ expectations are and what your expectations are, because they are coming from another culture of piano lessons. [I have to] make sure everyone is happy with the way I do things. (Ally)

There is no statistical evidence to support these participant views, but I believe that an understanding of the distinctions between individualism and collectivism may explain the differences in the above responses from Korean and American participants. In societies that
encourage a collectivist philosophy, people forms stronger group bonds. I believe that these people may need to learn the behaviors that fit in with their group early in life. Because of that, they may tend to know their group’s customary practices well, which makes it possible for them to make distinctions between their group’s and other groups’ characteristics. As a result, Korean participants may easily be able to make specific observations about the different pedagogical environments in the two countries, and are therefore able to give more detailed advice about these challenges.

Limitations of the Study

Although my study has broadened cross-cultural understandings of the experience of teaching piano in a Korean-American context, it also has limitations. First, because of the locale in which the study was conducted, it only included a few American participants. A better balance between American and Korean participants may have led to more findings, particularly for areas of the study that the American participants had less to say about: linguistic difficulty and general advice for teaching Korean students. Second and perhaps related to this, the issue of miscommunication and misperception on the level of language was an intriguing outcome, could have been explored in greater depth. If participants, both American and Korean, had been more forthcoming, this may have yielded further results. Another limitation is the sample of participants, all of whom I knew personally outside of this study as they were part of my piano graduate program. If we had not had previous contact, and if the sample set had included students outside of this institution, the sample size would have been larger and the results would
have presented a more diverse pool. In addition, a few of the Korean participants were younger than me. As such, the age dynamic and deference to an elder who was also the “researcher” may have contributed to the manner in which they answered questions.

My own bias as a researcher also presents some limitations for this study. I believe that different dimensions of my identity influenced this research. I was born and grew up Korea until the age of 19. I studied with four private Korean piano teachers between age of 12 and 17, and three American piano teachers between 20 and 33. As a teacher, I taught a few young Korean students before coming to the U.S. I began to teach piano professionally in 2003, working at the piano laboratory at the University of Michigan. I am a bicultural and can speak English as a second language. I understand the society Korean participants and Korean young students come from and the society the Korean participants are trying to reach. My identity as a Korean, teacher, and a doctoral piano student at UW–Madison also helped shape the kind of interaction I had with participants. Several of the issues that came up in the interviews and observations were familiar to me, particularly issues of discipline with American students and the miscommunication that arises because of linguistic and cultural differences. As such, it is possible my interest in miscommunication and in discipline is overemphasized.

**Implication for Music teaching and Practice**

The present study focused on a specific context comparing the cultural expectations of Korean and American piano instruction. Obviously it would be impossible to generalize from the qualitative data offered here; however, these findings may suggest issues worthy of consideration
by pre-service piano teachers, and may be extended to the academic community in recognizing the complexities of cross-cultural piano teaching.

For example, the qualities pertaining to Confucian and collectivist influence on education, the connections between language and social status, the attention to discipline in piano studies, the role of Asian/Korean motherhood, and attitude towards modifying teaching methods that have been discussed in this paper can be used as starting point for preparing for or reflecting on further cross-cultural teaching. This may serve as a resource as professors engage in the education of professional piano teachers and for those responsible for the decisions about curriculum and instruction in the development of teachers in the U.S. Particularly, the findings about challenges and the recommendation to future teachers can serve organizations such as piano laboratory or pedagogy classes in the university as a source of information and assistance. They may be of particular benefit to student teachers during their initial cross-cultural teaching experiences, especially for Asian teachers arriving in the United States.

Furthermore, the findings may help to affirm that each new international student brings not only a general culture but also a pedagogic culture situated deeply in traditions, beliefs, values, and roles. Namely, it may help us to understand the need to support and assist our international student teachers in the challenging process of adapting to a new culture.

Nonetheless, music teacher preparation in higher education is not the only arena where such efforts can be explored. Additionally, the findings can encourage community music teachers, including private piano teachers and those who teach at studios, to create a teaching philosophy and to communicate that philosophy before enrolling students. Studios might even
consider hiring teachers of various philosophies to match student needs so that all types of learners could have their needs met.

**Implication for Further Research**

There are many approaches to investigate the challenges and issues within the realm of cross-cultural pedagogy. The methods of analyzing interviews and observing lessons in the study are similar to Bartel Lee and Leonid Sprikut’s research model in “Adapting Pedagogic Culture: The Experience of Four Immigrant Music Teachers in Canada.” I also found their research is one of most useful resources to begin to explore at the pedagogy classroom setting along with Karen Iglitzin’s “Teaching with Interpreters” and Kenneth Williams’s “Cross-Cultural Communication in the Music Studio.”

Though my focus here has been within a Korean-American paradigm, I hope my work can assist other researchers in attending to additional cross-cultural piano pedagogy environments. Moreover, I hope that my efforts will eventually add value not only to cross-cultural piano pedagogy, but may even inspire and assist other music education researchers to imagine as well as further explore emerging territories.
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Conclusion

It is clear from this study that the values and attitudes are, in part, demonstrated via educational priorities and expectations of a society’s members including parents, students, and teachers. Then, what are the ways for piano instructors to better negotiate the cross-cultural dynamic of the teaching and learning process? In fact, when I discussed this research topic at conferences, many people asked, “What can you recommend when I work with Korean/Asian students? Should I not ask questions? Or should I be strict with them?”

After I realized that some unexpected reactions and misunderstandings with parents and students were related to the cross-cultural dimensions of our teaching and learning relationships, I decided to learn my students’ and parents’ educational priorities and expectations. I started to search what favored teaching and learning models are prevalent in the U.S. by simply talking to my students’ parents and my colleagues. After noticing there are differences from the two pedagogical cultures, I suddenly started to feel inadequate and insecure as a teacher. Especially when I was interacting with my American students and parents, it was very obvious I was timid. I knew I had to do something differently. Therefore, I tried to act like an American teacher with American students or parents, and to act a totally Korean teacher with Asian students and parents. That was my first adaptation to cross-cultural teaching settings, and it did not work well. Actually, it made cross-cultural teaching even more complicated. It was clear that neither teaching style from either culture matches with my teaching philosophy. This strategy only reduced my integrity as a teacher.
My next adaptation to cross-cultural teaching began intellectually while I took piano pedagogy and music education courses at UW-Madison. While studying topics such as practicum in advanced studio teaching-piano, racial issues, multiculturalism, and music teaching in studio, I was exposed to some American educators or music pedagogues. Their goals or objectives of (music) education, principal beliefs, and values which guide American pedagogical culture, all made me see American pedagogical cultures with a different perspective. I also kept a course-required journal reflecting my misunderstandings and unexpected situations with parents or students that I had before. Sometimes I felt terrible and was deeply ashamed of what I had done with certain parents or students, but I was glad that I was able to look back and reflect on all of the incidents, and recognize how my own thinking has changed since that time.

Here is one of my stories about how my own thinking has changed; during the first year of my teaching, my student, Jenny, who was a seven-year-old, told me that she was so busy with many extracurricular activities that she could not practice piano during the past weeks. I actually could not understand Jenny and her mother, since we were preparing for Jenny’s first student achievement test. I told her mother that she needed to practice the performance pieces and to review all theory questions that I asked for. I told her mother again two weeks before the test, her child really needed to practice hard if she wanted to have a good score on the test. I said that because I knew Jenny and her mother also cared about the grade, and I did not want them to have a bad grade either, especially on Jenny’s first piano test. I have to confess that I was also very proud of myself when I talked to her — wondering how many teachers would actually care about the student’s grade? I was thinking, “Here I was as a dedicated teacher, spending extra time to talk with you about your child even though she had hardly prepared what I had asked!” Of course, I did not say these things, but I assumed the mother would appreciate what I had done for
Jenny. Most Korean mothers would appreciate when the teacher is firm about their children’s practicing, especially when they are preparing for the test (or competition). It means the teacher actually cares about their children and their children’s success.

Totally out of my expectation, Jenny’s mother proclaimed that Jenny was afraid of her first test and that their goal was not a world pianist. Jenny’s mother declared that she did not want to give any pressure which almost sounded to me as, “Please, Miss Cho, stop pressuring Jenny.” I was stunned and became speechless. When children are preparing for a student recital or competition, most Korean mothers would make their children practice the piece until they think it sounds perfect (or the teacher says it is ready to go). Especially for the first test (competition), most Korean mothers would work through the piece with their children as long as it takes to get the good grade. Some Korean mothers would even hire a substitute piano teacher who can help practicing. To me, Jenny’s mother was lazy, irresponsible, and disrespecting. It was obvious that piano studying was not their priority. I was hurt that they did not appreciate my passion for Jenny, and I also almost regretted caring about Jenny’s test or progress. I even felt that the reason was Jenny’s mother did not respect me was that I am neither White nor a native English speaker.

A month later, I had a chance to talk with Jenny’s mother in the hallway. During our long conversation, she told me that she had been a high school teacher once and had quit because she hated the situation that her students lived with all the test pressures. I realized that she, as American mother, cares about Jenny’s piano studying in a different way than most Korean mothers. I did not fully understand her then. I still thought that they should have prepared for the test better, no matter what. It still sounded like an excuse to me that Jenny did not work hard
because she did not like the pressures and was afraid of the test. Most Korean mothers and teachers, on the contrary, although they realize that there might be many reasons for test anxiety; believe that the only cure is more practicing and preparation. For Korean mothers and teachers, giving up the test opportunity because children are afraid would mean that they do not trust children’s capacity.

Two years later, while studying the cross-cultural topic at my graduate program, I had an opportunity to rethink Jenny mother’s earlier response. I realized two differences between Korean and American cultures. One was about the number of extracurricular activities, and the other was about the cultural values placed on the outcome of the (piano learning) activities. First, when I was growing up in Korea, most primary school students, because of demanding school curricula and/or limited availability of extracurricular activities, the children had only one or two activities. Piano was the most common. Therefore, when Jenny said that she was busy with all other curricula, I thought she was just making excuses. I was thinking, “Jenny, you are a first grade student; why are you so busy? Isn’t the piano one of only a few extracurricular activities?” I did not know that American students are usually very busy in many extracurricular activities, of which piano is simply one.

In addition to the issue of available time to practice, there is the issue of different cultural values associated with learning piano. In American culture, the child’s self-esteem seems to be one of the most important elements, whereas, for Korean mothers, the child’s development of discipline and actual achievement are important. Therefore, Jenny’s mother’s concern about Jenny’s feelings about the test was absolutely necessary for them. There was no reason that I should have taken Jenny’s mother’s response personally; however, I did not know then that the
value concerning a child’s self-esteem is common in American culture. I sometimes noticed that some American students’ mothers questioned their children’s feelings after the lessons or performances. I had assumed that this questioning was related to in the parents’ limited confidence in the teachers or in the curriculum. This was another manifestation of the cultural difference.

The fact is that, if I did not study the cross-cultural issues in my graduate program, I still might have lived with my biases. My previous biases were such that the use of student-oriented methods seemed to make students irresponsible and less skillful in technique. My biases also made students and parents seem disrespectful to teachers. One of my biases was that my American students’ mothers seemed to care about their child’s self-esteem because they did not trust me as a teacher (since I am neither White nor a native English speaker). I cannot completely get rid of biases, but my perspectives definitely have changed through my reflection while learning pedagogical cultures academically.

Eventually these changes made me became flexible to adapt my teaching methods to my students’ preferred learning methods. Interestingly, the more I learn and experiment with all possible methods from two cultures, the more I become not so dependent upon the cultural generalizations. I guess, after all my trials and errors, I developed my own teaching philosophy and methods. Now that I have a more solid foundation, when I interact with students and parents, I no longer make unwarranted cultural assumptions.

My answer to the first question (what do we need to do with Asian students after knowing their educational cultures) is that there is not any universal application for piano
pedagogy in a Korean (Asian)-American context. What I believe is that, as long as piano teachers try to reflect on their own potential biases toward specific teaching methods or learning styles from other cultures, and as long as they try to get rid of these biases while learning other pedagogical cultures and their own culture, piano teachers will eventually develop their own effective applications for piano teaching in cross-cultural settings. My hope is that this research will enable readers to understand some of their incidents or questions from cross-cultural teaching (Asian-American settings) with different perspective than before, and provide an opportunity to learn about other pedagogical cultures with fewer preconceptions.
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Appendix A

Initial Interview Questions

1. Personal: name, native country, university degree.

2. Professional background:
   a. Years of teaching experience.
   b. Where/location.
   c. Other than native American or Korean students, have you taught any students from other countries?
   d. What are/were the ages of the students you have taught?

3. What do you consider to be your professional authentic and coherent practice in your own teaching?
   a. Tell me about your beliefs regarding the pedagogical relationship between a teacher and student.
   b. Why do you believe this?
   c. What are your expectations for your students? Why?
   d. What are your students’ expectations of you?
   e. What are the parents’ expectations of you?
   f. How do you negotiate these? How do you feel about these?
   g. Tell me about the conversation style between (a) you and your students and (b) you and your students’ parents? For instance, do children and parents use honorifics? Who initiates the conversation?
   h. What do you feel your relationship to be with your students? With their parents?
i. Authority manifests itself in different ways in different cultures, especially between teachers and children and teachers and parents. Tell me about how this plays out in your teaching experiences.

4. When you are working with either Korean or American pre-college students, tell me about the teaching style that is expected by your students and parents. If you made changes in your teaching style, please tell me about those changes and your process.

5. Talk about any unexpected situations that occurred in your teaching experiences, either with parents or students, (i.e. attitudes, motivation, behavior, discipline issues).

6. What insights, recommendations, or advice would you like to share regarding working with students and parents of cultures different from your own?
Appendix B

Final Interview Questions

1. Reflect on your teaching practice in the two lessons.

2. Tell me about your teacher decision-making process in the two lessons.

3. If you encountered any linguistic or cultural challenges in these two lessons, (a) what were they and (b) how did you negotiate them?

4. If you feel that you did NOT encounter any linguistic or cultural challenges in these two lessons, describe why you feel that way.

5. Please share anything else with me that you believe is pertinent to this inquiry or that you feel I should know about your multicultural pedagogic practices.
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Approved Consent Form
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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Title of the Study: Pedagogic Multiculturalism in the Piano Studio: a Korean Perspective

Principal Investigator: Dr. Jessica Johnson (phone: 608-263-1927 / email:jgjohnson@wisc.edu)

Co-Investigator: Jihun Cho (phone: 734-709-7540 / email:jcho33@wisc.edu)

DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH

You are invited to participate in a research study about Pedagogic Multiculturalism in the Piano Studio: a Korean Perspective. You have been asked to participate because 1) you are currently either a Korean or American graduate piano or piano pedagogy student at UW-Madison and have teaching experience with both a pre-college Korean student and a pre-college student from United States.

The purpose of research is to investigate how piano instructors can better negotiate the cross-cultural dynamics of the teaching and learning process. Hence, the primary goals of this research are 1) to invite piano instructors to reflect upon their communicative behaviors by examining their values, beliefs, traditions, and expectations; and 2) to reconsider cross-cultural communication and positive relationships with students and parents within particular types of teaching situations. This study will primarily utilize the Korean-American milieu as an entry point to explore future possibilities for improved cross-cultural piano pedagogy.

The research will take place in the Mosse Humanities Building.

You will be audio-taped during your participation (which only involves an interview format) in this research. The co-investigator will hear the recordings. The recordings will not use the participant’s name and will protect the anonymity of the participant at all times. The tapes will be retained for a period of 7 years before they are destroyed.

WHAT WILL MY PARTICIPATION INVOLVE?

If you decide to participate in this research you will be asked to spend up to one semester participating in the research, including the following commitments:

1. Approximately one-hour initial interview (Room 1453 in Humanities Building at the school of music)
2. Allowing the co-investigator to observe two 30-minute piano lessons if you are currently teaching a pre-college student from Korea/the U.S. If you are from the U.S, the co-investigator will observe your lesson teaching when you work with a pre-college student from Korea, and if you are Korean, the co-investigator will observe your lesson-teaching when you work with a pre-college student from the United States.

3. Teaching observation # 2 will be a follow up two weeks after observation # 1, and it will be with the same student as observation # 1. (one of the grand piano practice rooms in Humanities Building at the school of music)

4. Approximately one-hour final interview (only if you had the co-investigator observe your lesson-teaching) (Room 1453)

Note: The co-investigator will send a letter to your pre-college students’ parents via email to get their permission for the teaching observation in advance.

**NO DECEPTION WILL OCCUR.**

ARE THERE ANY RISKS TO ME?

To reduce the risk of a breach, the co-investigator will retain all data in a locked file cabinet and the co-investigator’s computer at the co-investigator’s office at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Should the co-investigator’s office moves, the data will move with her. All electronic data will be only saved in authorized computers at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Only the co-investigator who has ID and passwords to use the computers as well as has a key to the office will access the data. The co-investigator will keep the written data in the office for a period of 7 years, and then the written and audio data will be destroyed. In any written or oral report arising from this research, the data will be presented so that the participants will not be identified or identifiable.

ARE THERE ANY BENEFITS TO ME?

There are no direct benefits.

HOW WILL MY CONFIDENTIALITY BE PROTECTED?

While there will probably be publications as a result of this study, your name will not be used. Only group characteristics will be published. Recordings will not use the name of participants and will not reveal the identity of the participant.

If you participate in this study, we would like to be able to quote you directly without using your name. If you agree to allow us to quote you in publications, please initial the statement at the bottom of this form.

WHOM SHOULD I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
You may ask any questions about the research at any time. If you have questions about
the research after you leave today you should contact the Principal Investigator, Dr.
Jessica Johnson at 608-263-1927. You may also call the Co-Investigator, Jihun Cho at
734-239-1874.

If you are not satisfied with the response of the research team, have more questions, or
want to talk with someone about your rights as a research participant, you should contact
the Social & Behavioral Science IRB Office at 608-262-2320.

Your participation is completely voluntary. If you decide not to participate or to withdraw
from the study, you may do so at any point and without penalty.

Your signature indicates that you have read this consent form, have had an opportunity to
ask any questions about your participation in this research, and voluntarily consent to
participate. You will receive a copy of this form for your records.

Name of Participant (please print): __________________________________________

_________________________________ Date

Signature

I give my permission for the interview recording and two teaching observations to be
shared in a professional presentation. (initial) __________
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